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Hi I live in NSW, I just wanted to let you know that as a world traveler that's been to 77 different countries a few times
over due to my international work I think it's a disgrace these new lock down and liquor laws!
I'm a family man of 49 years of age, but don't think it's fair for the Government to tell businesses and people when
they can open and close. All while the Casino stays open 24/7!!! What type of double standard is that!!!
I also like to drink Scotch on lce not mixed with Coke etc but I can't even have a Scotch on Ice? I've been to 77
different countries and have never been refused a Scotch on the rocks!!!
Why because some young kids binge doing shot drink so you think putting a blanket policy out and locking people
out of bars etc will help matter I don't think so! What if you are minding your own business in a bar and a guy gives
you a hard time or is wanting to pick a flight so you want to go somewhere else to get away from him but the only
place you can go after a certain time is a Casino or home as its past 1pm or whatever the stupid lock down is, in some
places it's 12pm.
I would hate to be a bar or nightclub owner or work in one wanting to have a drink after I knocked off work only to
find you can't get in anywhere except the Casino. I wonder if this now increases Gambling addiction? Well it's
certainly not going to help if your making that the only watering hole.
Australia is a joke to international travellers!
Do you know who the biggest drinkers in the world are or ﴾hard alcohol?﴿ Guess you never will the South Koreans! I
bet you thought it would be people from Iceland, the Norwegian or the Polish or Russian, the Aussies don't even
come close but what's interesting is if the South Koreans are drunk they don't kick them out on the street like they
would in Australia, they make them comfortable and let them sleep it off in a chair etc. Very little fighting in South
Korea, In fact safest country in the world! But biggest drinkers???? Mmmm that doesn't make sense does it?
It's the attitudes of Australian that needs to change not the laws, you also need more Police on the streets.
Don't tar the good people which is ﴾﴾﴾more of us﴿﴿﴿ with the same brush as the small minority of asshole who are
causing the shit.
The Government should be looking after the majority and not the minority!
Regards,
John Taylor
Sent from my iPhone
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